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Abstract

■ Most contemporary theories of semantic memory assume that
concepts are formed from the distillation of information arising
in distinct sensory and verbal modalities. The neural basis of this
distillation or convergence of information was the focus of this
study. Specifically, we explored two commonly posed hypoth-
eses: (a) that the human middle temporal gyrus (MTG) provides
a crucial semantic interface given the fact that it interposes audi-
tory and visual processing streams and (b) that the anterior tem-
poral region—especially its ventral surface (vATL)—provides a
critical region for the multimodal integration of information. By

utilizing distortion-corrected fMRI and an established semantic
association assessment (commonly used in neuropsychological
investigations), we compared the activation patterns observed
for both the verbal and nonverbal versions of the same task. The
results are consistent with the two hypotheses simultaneously:
Both MTG and vATL are activated in common for word and pic-
ture semantic processing. Additional planned, ROI analyses show
that this result follows from two principal axes of convergence in
the temporal lobe: both lateral (toward MTG) and longitudinal
(toward the anterior temporal lobe). ■

INTRODUCTION

Classical models of conceptualization took the view that
concepts were coded as distributed representations
across multiple, modality-specific association regions,
reflecting the particular sensorimotor and verbal experi-
ence associated with each concept (Eggert, 1977). Most
contemporary theories of semantic memory adopt a very
similar notion but assume that, in addition, there are cor-
tical regions that are crucial for the integration, conver-
gence or distillation of the sensorimotor–verbal ‘‘raw
ingredients’’ into coherent, transmodal semantic represen-
tations (Lambon Ralph, Sage, Jones, & Mayberry, 2010;
Patterson, Nestor, & Rogers, 2007; Rogers et al., 2004;
Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1997). The modern literature
tends to focus on one of two regions as being a crucial
interface area: the middle temporal gyrus (MTG) or the
anterior temporal lobe (ATL) region (especially its ventral
surface: vATL). Despite the prominence of both hypoth-
eses, the nature of semantic processing in the two areas
has rarely, if ever, been probed simultaneously—and there-
fore, this was the principal aim of the current study.

One major motivation for considering the MTG as core
to information convergence is the fact that it interposes

auditory and visual processing streams (Binder, Desai,
Graves, & Conant, 2009). Indeed, an important seed for
this hypothesis arises from comparative neurology, which
has demonstrated that the primate STS is responsive to
multiple sensory inputs, reflecting its multimodal connec-
tivity, and is assumed to be the homologue of the human
MTG (Binder et al., 2009; Bruce, Desimone, & Gross,
1981; Seltzer & Pandya, 1978). Consistent with this hy-
pothesis, past lesion analysis of aphasic patients has indi-
cated that verbal-only comprehension impairment is
associated with pSTG (superior temporal gyrus) lesions
while combined verbal and nonverbal comprehension
deficits are found when the lesion augments to include
pMTG (as well as other regions including inferior parietal;
e.g., Chertkow, Bub, Deaudon, & Whitehead, 1997—a
study that utilized similar semantic assessments as those
adopted in the current fMRI investigation). Finally, a re-
cent repetitive TMS (rTMS) study also found that stimula-
tion of pMTG generated a selective slowing for both
verbal and nonverbal versions of a semantic association
test (Hoffman, Pobric, Drakesmith, & Lambon Ralph,
2011). Again, this specific study is highly relevant to the
present fMRI investigation because it used both the same
semantic assessment and control tasks.
There is now a growing consensus that, in addition to
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and statistics for a single sensory modality or stimulus type
[e.g., verbal vs. nonverbal]), areas within the ATL also con-
tribute critically to semantic memory (Patterson et al.,
2007). This reflects convergent evidence from functional
neuroimaging (Binney, Embleton, Jefferies, Parker, &
Lambon Ralph, 2010; Visser, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph,
2009; Hauk, Davis, Ford, Pulvermüller, & Marslen-Wilson,
2006; Marinkovic et al., 2003), neuropsychological studies
of semantic dementia (Lambon Ralph et al., 2010; Patterson
et al., 2007), and rTMS investigations (Lambon Ralph,
Pobric, & Jefferies, 2009; Pobric, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph,
2007). Each of these methodologies has implicated ATL
regions in multimodal semantic processing. For example,
patients with semantic dementia present with receptive
and expressive semantic impairments across all modalities
(Piwnica-Worms, Omar, Hailstone, & Warren, 2010; Goll
et al., 2009; Luzzi et al., 2007; Coccia, Bartolini, Luzzi,
Provinciali, & Lambon Ralph, 2004; Bozeat, Lambon Ralph,
Patterson, Garrard, & Hodges, 2000) in the context of
bilateral atrophy focused in the ATL (Hodges & Patterson,
2007). Likewise, rTMS investigations have been able to
demonstrate not only that left and right ATL regions are
implicated in both verbal and nonverbal semantic pro-
cessing (Pobric, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph, 2010c) but
also that it forms the proposed transmodal representation
hub by which various specific sources of information are
drawn together (Pobric, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph, 2010b).
Given the recent acceleration of interest in the ATL and

its role in semantic representation, the second aim of the
current study was to explore the contribution that each
ATL subregion makes to verbal versus nonverbal semantic
processing. In a previous study (Visser & Lambon Ralph,
2011), we varied the sensory modality of the materials
(auditory vs. visual) and observed multimodal semantic
processing in the ventrolateral surface of the ATL but
auditory-only activation in anterior STS (aSTS). In the
present investigation, we explored a different type of
modality variation, namely verbal versus nonverbal stim-
uli. The processing of pictures requires visual decoding
and semantic activation. In contrast, the processing of
written words involves not only visual decoding but,
for semitransparent orthographies such as English at
least, automatic activation of acoustic–phonological re-
gions, which can then also activate semantic information
(Spitsyna, Warren, Scott, Turkheimer, & Wise, 2006).
The ATL consists of several anatomically distinct regions

(including the fusiform gyrus [FG], temporal pole, inferior
temporal gyrus [ITG], MTG, and STG), and it is not clear if
they all contribute in the same way. Consequently, the cur-
rent study investigated each specific ATL region with re-
gard to the activation induced by a semantic task, which
varied stimulus type (verbal vs. nonverbal). We achieved
this through a set of a priori ROIs (the gyral divisions of
the ATL) and contrasted them with the same set of regions
in the posterior temporal lobe. The neuropsychological
literature indicates that posterior temporal lesions result
in stimulus-specific impairments (i.e., where recognition

and comprehension is impaired for one stimulus type but
not others; as found in visual agnosia or word deafness,
for example), whereas damage to the ATL is associated with
pan-modal semantic impairments (Karnath, Ruter, Mandler,
& Himmelbach, 2009; Patterson et al., 2007; Griffiths, 2002).

Closely related ideas can be found in computational
models of semantic representation. Specifically, a number
of models include a representational hub enabling cross-
modal translation between modality-specific regions and
extraction of modality-invariant statistical structures (the
hub-and-spoke model; Rogers et al., 2004; Plaut, 2002).
The Plaut (2002) framework incorporated the notion that
there is a gradient of convergence across this representa-
tional layer. If this is true, then the BOLD signal in ATL
hub regions should respond equally to all stimulus types
and sensory modalities; in contrast, areas further away
(e.g., in the posterior temporal lobe) should show more
stimulus- and modality-specific responses. The ROI com-
parisons of activation in various subregions of posterior
versus ATL allowed us to test the neural basis of this
hypothesis and to investigate, simultaneously, the pro-
cessing role of the MTG in this context.

METHODS

The core questions to be explored in this study rely on
the ability to detect signal in anterior as well as posterior
temporal regions. Past neuroimaging studies have varied
considerably regarding the likelihood that semantic pro-
cessing generates signal in the ATL. A recent meta-analysis
of the neuroimaging literature on semantic memory found
that this variability reflected a number of methodological
and technical issues (Visser, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph,
2009). These included reduced field of view, which if
aligned to include the top of the brain then tends to miss
the ATL and, in particular, the basal region, which is activated
by semantic tasks (e.g., Visser & Lambon Ralph, 2011; Binney
et al., 2010); the baseline contrast (very low level baselines,
e.g., ‘‘rest,’’ are less likely to demonstrate ATL-related acti-
vations perhaps because during ‘‘rest’’ participants engage
in silent speech and other language-semantic related men-
tal processes; McKiernan, DʼAngelo, Kaufman, & Binder,
2006; Binder et al., 1999); and the imaging modality (PET
studies were significantly more likely to generate ATL acti-
vations than fMRI). This latter aspect is most likely to reflect
EPI signal distortion and loss due to the varying magnetic
susceptibility that is most pronounced in the anterior,
inferior, and polar aspects of the temporal lobes and
other regions including OFC (Weiskopf, Hutton, Josephs,
& Deichmann, 2006).

As a consequence, this study was designed to avoid or
reduce these challenges, so that we could be more con-
fident of observing activation in ATL areas and thus probe
the nature and function of regions within the ATL more
systematically. Specifically, we employed a full field of
view, utilized an active baseline task and a spatial distortion
correction based on spin-echo EPI (Embleton, Haroon,
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Lambon Ralph, Morris, & Parker, 2010). Critically for the
present investigation, this imaging ‘‘recipe’’ (in the context
of modern MR scanners with parallel head coils, improved
shimming, etc.) has allowed us to observe reliable signal
even in the most demanding regions (inferior, anterior
temporal areas) for a number of different semantic tasks
(Visser & Lambon Ralph, 2011; Binney et al., 2010).

In addition, in an attempt to strengthen the compar-
ability between fMRI, neuropsychological investigations,
and rTMS explorations, we selected established neuro-
psychological assessments as the basis for the active
semantic tasks in the present fMRI study (in a recent
investigation, we found that this approach can gener-
ate important, convergent results; Binney et al., 2010).
These tests (and their matched, nonsemantic control
tasks—for subtraction) have been used successfully to
explore verbal and nonverbal semantic processing both
in semantic dementia and stroke aphasia (Bozeat et al.,
2000; Chertkow et al., 1997) and in rTMS explorations
of the lateral ATL and pMTG (Hoffman et al., 2011;
Pobric et al., 2010c). A similar task was also used in an
early seminal PET-imaging study of semantic process-
ing (Vandenberghe, Price, Wise, Josephs, & Frackowiak,
1996), which highlighted multimodal semantic process-
ing throughout the temporal lobe. Given the success and
utility of this semantic task across neuropsychology, rTMS,
and PET imaging, we adopted the same assessment and
used the higher spatial resolution of distortion-corrected
fMRI to probe the relative contribution of specific ante-
rior and posterior temporal lobe regions to verbal and
nonverbal version of this task.

Task and Stimuli

Fifteen (right-handed; five men) participants were asked
to perform the word and picture versions of the Camel
and Cactus task (CCT) and the Pyramids and Palm Trees
test (PPT; Bozeat et al., 2000; Howard & Patterson, 1992).
These are established neuropsychological tests that license
an assessment of verbal or nonverbal comprehension (by
varying whether the concepts are represented as pictures
or their written names; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006;
Bozeat et al., 2000). In these tests of semantic association,
participants are required to match a probe concept (e.g.,
PYRAMID) to an associated item (choices: PALM TREE or FIR

TREE). Target choices are presented alongside foils, which
come from the same semantic category but are not asso-
ciated with the probe item. In this imaging study, the probe
item was presented at the top of the screen with the choices
displayed below. Participants were asked to decide which
of the bottom pictures/words was more associated in
meaning with the top picture/word via a button press.

Performance on these semantic tests was contrasted
with difficulty-matched nonsemantic control tasks (also
used in the parallel investigation of ATL rTMS: Hoffman
et al., 2011; Pobric, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph, 2010a).
These captured the same basic perceptual, motor, and

decision requirements found in the main task but did
not require any semantic processes. Stimuli were visually
scrambled versions of the pictures/words from the se-
mantic task. Like the main task, a probe stimulus was pre-
sented at the top of the screen with two choices presented
below. One of these was an inverted copy of the probe pic-
ture. Participants were asked to indicate, via button press,
which stimulus matched the probe item. We adopted the
inversion of the probe item because our pilot data indi-
cated that a simple identity match was too easy and re-
sulted in significantly faster decision times in the control
than semantic task. By asking participants to match an
inverted copy of the probe, decisions times were matched
to the semantic task (the equivalency between the seman-
tic and control tasks was replicated in the parallel rTMS
study; Hoffman et al., 2011; Pobric et al., 2010a). These
previous results were replicated by the behavioral data
collected in the present fMRI study. Analyses of these
data showed that there were no significant differences be-
tween the word or picture semantic tasks [pictures: mean
RT = 2391 msec (SD = 349.7 msec); mean accuracy =
84% (SD = 5%); words: mean RT = 2368 msec (SD =
327.5 msec); mean accuracy = 88% (SD = 5%): all paired
t tests, ns]. Likewise, the control tasks were at least as
demanding as the target semantic tasks [pictures: mean
RT = 2617 msec (SD = 248.0); mean accuracy = 90%
(SD = 10%); words: mean RT = 2333 msec (SD = 315.1);
mean accuracy = 90% (SD = 3%)].

Experimental Design

We used a blocked design, which included 120 blocks of
21 sec each. The CCT-derived elements included 11 blocks
for each stimulus type (i.e., pictures, words, scrambled
pictures, and scrambled words), resulting in 44 blocks.
The PPT elements allowed us to generate four blocks for
each stimulus type, resulting in 16 blocks. In addition,
each task block was preceded by a rest block in which
participants focused on a fixation cross, resulting in 60 rest
block. We used pilot data to guide the trial time for each
task. Because the CCT task is harder than the PPT, the
CCT blocks included three trials of 7 sec each, with a stimu-
lus presentation time of 6 sec and a fixation point of 1 sec.
The PPT blocks included four trials with a stimulus presen-
tation of 4750 msec and a fixation point of 500 msec.

Image Acquisition

All imaging was performed on a 3T Philips Achieva scan-
ner using an eight-element SENSE head coil with a sense
factor of 2.5. The single-shot SE-EPI fMRI sequence in-
cluded 42 slices acquired in an ascending order (with echo
time = 70 msec, repetition time = 4075 msec, acquisi-
tion matrix = 96 × 96, reconstructed resolution = 2.5 ×
2.5 mm, and slice thickness = 3 mm). The experiment
included three separate runs during which two fMRI ac-
quisitions were made. To compute a spatial remapping
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matrix, a prescan was obtained with interleaved dual direc-
tion phase encoding and the participant at rest (20 image
volumes acquired, 10 for left-to-right phase encoding (KL)
and the same number for the opposite right-to-left (KR)
phase encoding). This was followed by the main fMRI im-
age sequence of 208 time points with a single-phase encod-
ing direction (KL) during which the functional task was
performed. A high-resolution T2 weighted turbo spin-echo
scan with in-plane resolution of 0.938 mm and slice thick-
ness of 2.1 mm was also obtained as a structural reference
to provide a qualitative indication of distortion correction
accuracy.

Distortion Correction

The spatial remapping correction was computed using
the method developed and applied elsewhere (Embleton
et al., 2010). In brief, mean KL and KR images were pro-
duced from the postreconstruction 10 KL and 10 KR direc-
tion images acquired in the prescan. During the
correction process a spatial transformation matrix applied
to transform the mean KL image into corrected space was
obtained for intervals of 0.1 pixels in the phase encoding
direction resulting in a shift matrix of size 96 × 960 × 42.
The 208 time points in the functional acquisition were
then corrected by first registering each 3-D volume to
the original distorted mean KL volume using a 6 degrees
of freedom translation and rotation algorithm (FLIRT,
FMRIB Software Library, Oxford) and then applying the
matrix of pixel shift values to the registered images. This
resulted in three distortion-corrected data set of 208 vol-
umes maintaining the original temporal spacing and rep-
etition time of 4075 msec.

SPM Analyses

Image analysis was carried out with SPM5 software (Well-
come Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London,
UK; www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Preprocessing of func-
tional MR images included movement correction, slice
time correction, coregistration with the anatomical data
and smoothing using a Gaussian filter with 8-mm FWHM.
Processing and statistical analyses: conditions of inter-
est corresponding to pictures, words, scrambled pic-
tures, and scrambled words were modeled using a
box-car function convolved with the canonical hemody-
namic response function. Low-frequency drifts were
removed using a temporal high-pass filter (default cutoff
of 128 sec). Six different additional covariates corre-
sponding to the parameters of movement correction
obtained during the realignment step of functional scans
were applied to regress out movement effects. After
estimation of the model parameters for each subject,
t tests were used for the second-level analyses, and the
conjunction analysis was tested using a full factorial de-
sign. The CCT and PPT tasks were combined for analy-

ses, because significant differences were not found when
contrasting these two tasks. Subtraction analyses were
used to examine activation for semantic processing for
words and/or pictures over the matching control tasks.
Resultant contrast maps were thresholded at p< .001, with
an extent threshold of 30 voxels. Results are presented
at cluster level inference. As well as comparing activation
between specific conditions, we also investigated which
brain regions were common to both verbal and nonverbal
semantic processing (all semantic conditions—baseline
tasks). This global contrast can reflect common process-
ing but can also result from strong activation in only a
subset of the conditions (Nichols, Brett, Andersson, Wager,
& Poline, 2005). An additional conjunction analysis was
conducted, therefore, which only includes voxels that are
activated for the word as well as the picture task (Friston,
Penny, & Glaser, 2005; Nichols et al., 2005). The threshold
for this analysis was set at p < .001, uncorrected.

A key aim for this study was to explore in detail how
different anatomical subdivisions of the temporal lobe
contribute to semantic processing. In addition to the
whole-brain analyses, therefore, we also used an ROI-
based analysis of subregions within the anterior versus
posterior temporal lobe. This ROI analysis was conducted
using Marsbar (marsbar.sourceforge.net/). This method
overcomes the multiple comparison problem and is ideal
for specific regional hypothesis testing (Brett, Anton,
Valabregue, & Poline, 2002). These ROIs are presented
in Figure 2. Following a previous fMRI–patient–rTMS com-
parative study (Binney et al., 2010), these ROIs were de-
fined using a combination of lesion and neuroanatomical
maps. The term ATL does not have a consistent or precise
anatomical definition and, in the context of semantic
memory, is sometimes used to refer to the collection
of temporal lobe regions that are commonly affected in
semantic dementia (Binney et al., 2010). Following this
observation, Binney et al. utilized the semantic demen-
tia (SD) hypometabolism map from Nestor, Fryer, and
Hodges (2006) as a working definition for the semantically
related ATL. This was then subdivided into four subregions
using the AAL map provided in the Wake Forest University
PickAtlas toolbox, namely the fusiform, inferior, middle,
and superior temporal gyri (Maldjian, Laurienti, Kraft, &
Burdette, 2003; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). These same
ATL ROIs were used in this study.

Following Plautʼs (2002) computational model of
graded semantic representations that arise from differen-
tial connectivity (see above), our hypothesis was that
some parts of the temporal lobe will be dominantly in-
volved in stimulus-specific processes whereas others will
underlie stimulus-invariant processes. More precisely, re-
gions far away from stimulus-specific regions (such as the
ATL) will underlie amodal processes and will respond
equally to words and pictures. In contrast, regions near
more posterior, stimulus-specific areas will be dominated
by semantic processing in relation to that particular mod-
ality. To investigate and compare the pattern of activation
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in the anterior and posterior temporal lobes, we created
a posterior temporal mask to cover the regions that are
commonly activated by verbal or visual shape processing
(Okada &Hickok, 2006a, 2006b; Martin, Wiggs, Ungerleider,
& Haxby, 1996) using the AAL (automated anatomical
labeling; Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) temporal lobe mask
provided in the Wake Forest University PickAtlas toolbox
(Maldjian et al., 2003). Four specific posterior temporal
ROIs were generated (shown in Figure 2): fusiform (y =
−24 to −60), inferior (y = −24 to −58), middle (y = −21
to −56), and superior regions (y= −19 to −51).

Finally, we generated ROIs to compare the fMRI data
to the results of a recent rTMS investigation of the lateral
ATL that utilized the same tasks as this fMRI study. The
ATL rTMS generated a selective slowing of both verbal
and nonverbal versions of the semantic tasks but had
no effect on the same visual-matching control task (see
Pobric et al., 2010a) Accordingly, we used a second set

of ROI analyses (based on a 2-cm sphere centered on the
mean rTMS stimulation coordinates in Montreal Neuro-
logical Institute [MNI] space: 52, 2, −28 and −53, 4,
−32) to compare the results found in rTMS directly against
the fMRI (given that the same semantic and control tasks
were used in both).

RESULTS

Peak activations for the different contrasts are summar-
ized in Table 1. The results are presented at cluster level
inference and corrected for multiple comparisons. First,
we examined areas involved in common semantic pro-
cessing of both pictures and words. Activation in the left
inferior frontal lobe, left posterior temporal lobe, and the
bilateral ATL (aMTG and basal surface) was found when
all semantic tasks were combined and contrasted with
the control tasks (ALL SEMANTICS > CONTROL; see Figure 1A).

Table 1. Activated Clusters during Semantic Processing for Words and/or Pictures

Contrast Brain Region (COG) Voxels p

MNI Coordinates

x y z

Semantic > control L. middle temporal lobe 380 <.001 −57 −42 −3

R. ATL 35 .029 42 21 −33

L. inferior frontal gyrus 137 <.001 −54 27 6

L. ATL 103 <.001 −57 −15 −24

Picture > control L. middle temporal lobe 80 <.001 −57 −45 −3

R. cerebellum 30 .065 18 −78 −30

Word > control L. middle temporal lobe 194 <.001 −51 −30 −3

L. inferior frontal gyrus 217 <.001 −54 33 3

R. ATL 30 .064 39 21 −33

L. ATL 54 <.001 −45 9 −33

L. FG 135 .004 −39 −39 −24

L. AG 46 .010 −42 −69 36

L. ATL 49 .007 −63 −21 −21

Picture > word L. occipital lobe 797 <.001 39 −84 15

R. occipital lobe 354 <.001 −39 −81 6

R. inferior parietal gyrus 42 .021 24 −66 39

Word > picture L. occipital lobe 143 <.001 −9 −78 12

L. posterior cingulate 111 <.001 −15 −45 18

R. posterior cingulate 157 <.001 21 −42 18

L. middle temporal lobe 62 .003 −54 −30 −3

L. superior frontal gyrus 39 .28 −6 3 69

L. pulvinar 101 <.001 −12 −39 0

MNI coordinates of the center of gravity of each cluster. p values are presented at cluster level inference and corrected for multiple comparisons.
COG= center of gravity; L. = left; R. = right.
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The relative importance of word versus picture semantic
processing is, perhaps, most clearly demonstrated by plot-
ting the beta maps for each condition (see Figure 1B).
These show that the core of the peri-sylvian region (in
the midst of the middle cerebral artery territory and the
center of lesions in patients with aphasia after stroke)
loads positively yet selectively for WORDS–BASELINE (blue
overlay) while a posterior inferior temporal region exhibits
the complementary loading, for PICTURES–BASELINE only (red
overlay). The common areas (pink overlay) are found, prin-
cipally, in the same areas that reach statistical threshold
(Figure 1A)—covering (i) the anterior to posterior MTG,
extending to angular gyrus (AG); (ii) the basal ATLs bilater-
ally; (iii) inferior pFC extending to more dorsolateral re-

gions; and (iv) medial frontal regions. It is striking that
the very same set of anatomical regions were highlighted
in a large-scale meta-analysis of the imaging literature
(Binder et al., 2009), which applied stringent selection
criteria for the included studies. Like the present imaging
results, this meta-analysis highlighted the importance of
inferior pFC and a large arc of temporo-parietal cortex in-
cluding the entire MTG and AG. The only area of difference
is in the basal temporal regions, which exhibited consider-
able activation in this and other recent distortion-corrected
fMRI investigations (Visser & Lambon Ralph, 2011; Binney
et al., 2010; Visser, Embleton, Jefferies, Parker, & Lambon
Ralph, 2010) but which played a much more minor role
in the meta-analysis of Binder et al. This is not especially

Figure 1. (A) Activated regions
for the contrast ALL SEMANTIC–
CONTROL TASKS at different
statistical thresholds (voxel
extent of 30 in all cases).
(B) Maps of the positive beta
values (thresholded at >0.1)
for the PICTURES–BASELINE (red)
and WORDS–BASELINE (blue).
Areas in common show up
as pink when the two overlays
are combined. (C) A figure
based on the independent
meta-analysis of semantic
tasks conducted by Binder
et al. (2009; elements
reproduced with permission).
The parallel between the
current neuroimaging results
[both the statistical maps
(A) and the areas in common
(B)] are clearly apparent,
with multimodal activation
in AG, the entire length of
MTG, inferior pFC, and the
basal ATL bilaterally. Note
that the greater activation
of basal ATL in the current
study over that noted in the
meta-analysis is very likely
to reflect the technical
challenges associated with
using fMRI in this region
(see main text and Visser
et al., 2009).
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surprising, however, given the range of technical issues
associated with the likelihood of observing activation in
this area (Visser, Jefferies, & Lambon Ralph, 2009). Indeed
the inherent problems associated with gradient-echo EPI
are such that even with a powerful task, a high-level base-
line and a large number of participants, there is still very
poor signal-to-noise in this region (see, e.g., Figure 6 of
Binder et al., 2010). Furthermore, in the current and asso-
ciated spin-echo EPI-based studies, it is this same vATL
region that requires the greatest amount of correction
(e.g., see Figure 2B of Visser et al., 2010).

A conjunction analysis showed the same activated clus-
ters (although they were smaller), indicating that these
correspond to multi-modal or modality-invariant semantic
processing areas. The additional voxels found in the ALL

SEMANTICS > CONTROL contrast but not in the more stringent
conjunction analyses might reflect strong activation in
one modality but not others. Alternatively, the differences
might reflect differential sensitivity to the same underlying
activation given that this form of conjunction analysis is
much more stringent than a simple contrast that combines
the semantic conditions. To examine these possibilities,
we extracted the clusters from the ALL SEMANTICS > CONTROL

contrast and, within these, directly compared PICTURES >
WORDS and WORDS > PICTURES. No significant differences be-
tween the word or picture versions of the semantic tasks
were found, consistent with the idea that these regions
correspond to multimodal or stimulus-invariant semantic
processing areas.

For the second part of the whole-brain analyses, we
investigated which areas showed greater activation for pic-
tures or words (see Table 1). The PICTURES > WORDS contrast
resulted in greater activation in posterior occipital and in-
ferior temporal regions bilaterally. Greater activation for
WORDS > PICTURES was found in left posterior middle and
superior temporal areas. It should be noted that this dif-
ferential pMTG activation overlaps with the pMTG area
found in common for words and pictures. This suggests
that the pMTG area exhibits stimulus variation but is not
stimulus specific: Semantic processing in this region is
common to both verbal and nonverbal input but relatively
greater for word input. In contrast, processing in occipital
and posterior, inferior temporal areas may be relatively
specific to nonverbal/picture input. This fits with the ob-
servation that damage to this region results in visual agno-
sia and other recognition deficits (Luzzatti, Rumiati, &
Ghirardi, 1998; Humphreys & Riddoch, 1987). In addition,
other neuroimaging studies have associated the inferior
temporal and fusiform areas with visual form processing
(Hocking & Price, 2009; Ishai, Ungerleider, Martin, Schouten,
& Haxby, 1999; Martin et al., 1996).

As noted in the Methods, the second phase of our analy-
ses utilized an ROI-based approach to contrast anterior
and posterior temporal regions. This ROI analysis also
permitted a contrast between these fMRI results and the
temporal lobe regions implicated in semantic dementia
and rTMS semantic studies. The results for these (bilateral)

ROI analyses at the group level are summarized in Table 2
and Figure 2. The posterior temporal lobe was predomi-
nantly involved in stimulus-specific processes. As noted
above, the BOLD response in the inferior temporal re-
gions (i.e., inferior temporal lobe and FG) was higher for
pictures than words, whereas the reversed pattern was
observed in the superior and middle temporal lobe. This
pattern was repeated in the ATL subregions, but the pat-
tern was less extreme (see Figure 2), consistent with con-
vergence in a rostral direction. Specifically, as expected
stimulus-invariant regions (responding equally to words
and pictures) were found in the ATL, namely the inferior
and MTGs. Thirdly, we found that the aSTG (words >
pictures) as well as the anterior FG (pictures > words)
showed a stimulus-specific pattern, similar to the corre-
sponding posterior regions (see Figure 2). We compared
the effect sizes for the anterior and posterior ROI in the
STG as well as in the FG, separately. A paired sampled
t test for the 15 participants confirmed that the effect sizes
did not differ significantly between these particular poste-
rior and anterior regions (t(14) = 1.21, p> .24 for the fusi-
form and t(14) = 1.30, p > .21 for the STG). In contrast,
the ITG responded in a stimulus-specific manner in the
posterior temporal lobe but became stimulus-invariant
in a rostral direction (t(14) = 4.57, p < .001). Finally, a
comparison of the effect sizes for posterior versus anterior
MTG found no significant difference (t(14) = 1.07, p >
.30). This is not surprising, perhaps, because although
the pMTG was relatively more yoked to verbal processing,
its activity was not selective to verbal materials alone (see
above). Instead the shift from posterior to anterior MTG
is more graded and subtle, such that pMTG responds to
semantic processing for words and pictures (with greater
activation for words than pictures), but it becomes firmly
and equivalently responsive to words and pictures in
the aMTG region—a pattern, which as noted above,
aligns with a recent meta-analysis suggesting that a
multimodal interface is situated along the entire MTG
(Binder et al., 2009).
These four observations lead us to suggest a two-direction

gradient of convergence in the temporal lobe. Within this
view, the posterior temporal regions underpin stimulus-
oriented semantic processes, aligningwith the current litera-
ture. In contrast, the anterior inferior and middle temporal
regions are core to transmodal semantic processes. As
such, the current results show a caudal-to-rostral gradient
of convergence, which is particularly pronounced in the
ITG and is present but somewhat weaker in the MTG,
STG, and fusiform. The second direction of convergence
is orthogonal (coronally oriented) to this first one, run-
ning from superior–lateral (auditory–verbal) or infero-
medial (visual) stimulus-specific processing to ITG/MTG
stimulus invariance. We tested and confirmed this sec-
ond gradient of convergence by comparing the effect
sizes for anterior ITG and MTG against the anterior fusi-
form (t(14) = 3.01, p < .01) and aSTG (t(14) = −2.52,
p < .024), respectively.
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The stimulus invariance of the anterior ITG and MTG
in the current results aligns well with SD patient and TMS
data (Lambon Ralph et al., 2009, 2010; Patterson et al.,
2007; Pobric et al., 2007). Specifically, in these ATL regions,
ITG and MTG responded equally to the word and picture
semantic conditions. The same is true for the current fMRI
activations in the rTMS ROI (overlapping with the MTG
and ITG ROIs). In keeping with these neuroimaging
results, the previous rTMS study found that stimulation
to either left or right anterolateral areas produced a selec-
tive slowing of the picture and word versions of the same
task (Pobric et al., 2010a). Furthermore, the atrophy in SD
patients is especially pronounced in these inferolateral
ATL areas (Nestor et al., 2006; Mummery et al., 2000).
The FG and STG demonstrated a relative rather than

absolute difference between words and pictures. The FG
exhibited greater activation for the picture task. In line with
Plautʼs differential connection strength hypothesis, this re-
sult fits with clear evidence that there is very strong visual
input to fusiform and other relatively medial, anterior tem-
poral areas (Chao, Haxby, & Martin, 1999; Moore & Price,
1999). In contrast, activation in the STG was higher during
the word compared with the picture task. The aSTG re-
gion implicated in this study has been associated by other
neuroimaging studies of auditory words, written words,

and sentence processing (Spitsyna et al., 2006; Scott &
Johnsrude, 2003; Scott, Leff, & Wise, 2003; Scott, Blank,
Rosen, & Wise, 2000) as well as high-order/semantic pro-
cessing of nonverbal sounds (Visser & Lambon Ralph,
2011; Griffiths &Warren, 2004). On the basis of the current
result and these literatures, we suggest that these regions
behave in a modality-specific fashion (as opposed to the
aITG and aMTG, which respond to all modalities). The
STG was the only region that was not significantly activated
for the ALL SEMANTIC > CONTROL contrast (see Table 2),
suggesting that this region was particularly specialized
toward the verbal modality. This may also fit directly with
Brodmannʼs original observation that there is a very strong
cytoarchitectural distinction between BA22 (STG) and
the rest of the temporal lobe. In contrast, he noted that
there were no absolute boundaries of the same degree
between other anterior regions (BA 21, BA 20, and BA 38:
Brodmann, 2005).

These results are consistent with a previous lesion over-
lap study of verbal versus multimodal comprehension im-
pairments in stroke aphasia (Chertkow et al., 1997). This
study found that patients with verbal-only comprehension
deficits had lesions confined to the pSTG area but that
patients with verbal and nonverbal deficits (as measured
by a similar semantic association task as utilized in this

Table 2. Pattern of Common versus Modality-specific Activation across Anterior versus Posterior Temporal Regions

ROI Common Semantic > Control Picture > Word Word > Picture

ATL

Fusiform t = 2.36, p = .02 t = 2.27, p = .02 ns
η2 = 0.67 η2 = 0.42

ITG t = 3.41, p < .01 ns ns
η2 = 0.78

MTG t = 3.57, p < .01 ns ns
η2 = 0.63

STG ns ns t = 1.77, p = .05
η2 = 0.29

rTMS right ATL t = 2.31, p = .02 ns ns
η2 = 0.62

rTMS left ATL t = 3.02, p < .001 ns ns
η2 = 0.96

Posterior Temporal Lobe

Fusiform t = 3.64, p < .01 t = 4.37, p > .001 ns
η2 = 0.60 η2 = 0.53

ITG t = 4.08, p < .001 t = 4.09, p < .001 ns
η2 = 0.49 η2 = 0.33

MTG t = 5.70, p < .001 ns t = 2.41, p = .01
η2 = 0.7 η2 = 0.12

STG ns ns t = 3.89, p < .001
η2 = 0.24

Values corrected for multiple comparisons within MARSBAR.
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fMRI study) had larger lesions that encroached upon pMTG
(as well as a greater parietal [AG] extension).

DISCUSSION

The neural regions underlying semantic memory have
been widely investigated in different research fields, in-
cluding neuropsychology, neuroimaging and computa-
tional modeling. By combining the theories arising from
these different literatures, we can improve our under-
standing of the role that various temporal lobe regions
play in semantic representation. The current study bridged
between different research fields by utilizing distortion-
corrected fMRI and a semantic decision task used in many
neuropsychological investigations, recent rTMS studies
and a seminal PET-imaging investigation (Hoffman et al.,
2011; Pobric et al., 2010a; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph,
2006; Bozeat et al., 2000; Vandenberghe et al., 1996).
The study set out to assess two hypotheses with regard
to the integration of different information sources that un-
derpins semantic representation: (a) the MTG integrates
auditory and visual information given that it interposes
between the visual and auditory processing streams (and
is the human homologue of primate STS; Binder et al.,
2009) and (b) that the ATL region—through its multiple

connections to various modality-specific sources (Gloor,
1997; Morán, Mufson, & Mesulam, 1987)—generates trans-
modal representations and the core ‘‘hub’’ for coherent
concepts (Lambon Ralph et al., 2010; Pobric et al., 2010b;
Patterson et al., 2007; Rogers et al., 2004). The study clearly
supports both hypotheses and further suggests that there
are two principal directions of information convergence
in the temporal lobes: (i) longitudinally (caudal → rostral)
and (ii) laterally (STG → ITG/MTG ← FG).
These results relate directly to those computational

models of semantic memory, which suggest that (1) the
semantic system includes a modality-invariant hub, which
extracts pan-modal statistical structure from modality-
specific regions (Lambon Ralph et al., 2010; Pobric et al.,
2010b; Patterson et al., 2007; Rogers et al., 2004) and (2)
that the degree of functional specialization depends on
the location within this system (Rogers & McClelland,
2004; Plaut, 2002). More specifically, Plautʼs (2002) com-
putational model suggested a functional specialization
within the semantic system that is driven by the relative
distance/connection strength of modality-specific regions.
According to this view, regions near modality-specific
areas are functionally more specialized to the correspond-
ing input, whereas processing in regions that are equi-
distant from all inputs becomes modality invariant. We
extended this purely computational idea and tested the

Figure 2. (A) ROIs in the
posterior and anterior parts
of the temporal lobe referring
to superior (yellow), middle
(green), inferior (purple), and
fusiform (cyan) regions. These
regions are defined for the
Marsbar analysis (see Methods
section for their definition).
(B) Plots of the effect size
of the [PICTURE minus WORD]
contrast for each subregion
(pairing anterior vs. posterior
ROI). Positive values indicate
that a subregion was relatively
more active for the picture
than word semantic task, while
negative values denote the
reverse pattern (see Figure 1
and Table 1 for the overall
semantic task results). An
asterisk highlights which
contrasts are significantly
different to zero. The plus
sign indicates a significant
difference between an anterior
versus posterior pairing. The
dual directions of convergence
can be observed in these
results: (i) verbal versus
nonverbal modality differences
are more apparent in the
posterior than anterior ROIs (consistent with a caudal → rostral convergence) and (ii) STG versus FG exhibit the greatest (opposite)
contrast between words and pictures while little difference is found in MTG and ITG (consistent with a lateral convergence: STG →
ITG/MTG ← FG).
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hypothesis that there is a gradient of convergence along
the caudo-rostral axis of the temporal lobe such that
modality-specific information is processed in relatively
specialized parts of the posterior temporal lobe, whereas
the anterior regions are more modality invariant. The cur-
rent fMRI results support and extend this joint neuro-
anatomical-computational hypothesis. The anterior ITG
and MTG are characterized by multimodal semantic pro-
cessing consistent with the fact that semantic dementia
patients (who have multimodal semantic impairment)
have considerable atrophy in this same ATL region (Binney
et al., 2010; Galton et al., 2001). In contrast, two ATL sub-
regions exhibited a degree of variation across modalities:
(i) the anterior fusiform was relatively more activated by
the pictorial task (in keeping with the significant visual
input to this region; Chao, Weisberg, & Martin, 2002; Chao
et al., 1999; Moore & Price, 1999); (ii) the anterior STG
exhibiting activation for the verbal but not the pictorial
semantic task (aligning with a previous study that observed
auditory but nor visual semantic processing in this same
aSTS area; Visser & Lambon Ralph, 2011). Although the
words were presented in orthographic form, it seems most
likely that reading utilizes preexisting phonological repre-
sentations that are primarily formed from auditory experi-
ence, and thus, the STG is commonly associated with
reading (Jobard, Vigneau, Mazoyer, & Tzourio-Mazoyer,
2007; Spitsyna et al., 2006; Harm & Seidenberg, 2004;
Patterson & Lambon Ralph, 1999; Just, Carpenter, Keller,
Eddy, & Thulborn, 1996). In contrast to the ATL, all poste-
rior temporal regions demonstrated stimulus differences,
albeit still exhibiting graded variation. Thus, the inferior,
posterior regions were relatively yoked to the pictorial task
and the posterior STG to the verbal modality. The poste-
rior MTG was the most graded in its response; it was ac-
tivated more by verbal than pictorial information, yet
it responded significantly to both stimulus types. This
observation aligns with the proposal that a multimodal
interface is situated along the entire MTG (Binder
et al., 2009), although the function of its most posterior
aspect is somewhat more yoked to verbal than pictorial
information.
These results are consistent with the neuropsychologi-

cal, TMS, and neuroimaging literatures, which associate
the posterior regions with stimulus-specific processes in
contrast to the stimulus-invariant semantic role for the
ATL. For example, ATL damage in SD patients results in
semantic impairments in all modalities, including spoken
and written words, pictures, sounds, touch, and smell
(Coccia et al., 2004; Rogers et al., 2004; Lambon Ralph &
Howard, 2000; Lambon Ralph, Howard, Nightingale, &
Ellis, 1998). Likewise, a series of recent rTMS studies indi-
cate that left and right ATL regions are implicated in verbal
and nonverbal semantic processing (including one study
that used the same semantic and control tasks as the pres-
ent fMRI study; Pobric et al., 2010a; Lambon Ralph et al.,
2009). In contrast, damage to the posterior ITG results
in visual agnosia (Karnath et al., 2009; James, Culham,

Humphrey, Milner, & Goodale, 2003) whereas word
deafness/auditory agnosia is caused by bilateral lesions in
the posterior STG (Griffiths, 2002). Likewise, the superior
versus ventral contrast in the temporal lobe is mirrored by
past neuroimaging studies that have associated the pSTG
and pITG with phonological and visual form processing,
respectively (Okada & Hickok, 2006a, 2006b; Chao et al.,
1999, 2002; Scott et al., 2000; Moore & Price, 1999; Martin
et al., 1996; Demonet et al., 1992). Finally, as noted pre-
viously, the more general processing of the pMTG found
in the current study replicates a recent rTMS study of
the same region using the same tasks (Hoffman et al.,
2011) as well as studies of patients with multimodal
semantic impairment following stroke (Noonan, Jefferies,
Corbett, & Lambon Ralph, 2010; Jefferies & Lambon Ralph,
2006; Chertkow et al., 1997).

We should note that, in addition to the ATL and MTG,
the current study like most other semantic investigations
(see Figure 1C; Binder et al., 2009) also found significant
multimodal activation in AG and inferior pFC. Past neuro-
psychological and TMS studies suggest that these regions
do not code semantic representations per se but are
crucial in ‘‘semantic control’’—that is, underpin various
executive processes that manipulate and gate our very
rich semantic database of knowledge to generate time-
and context-appropriate behavior (Corbett, Jefferies, &
Lambon Ralph, 2011; Noonan et al., 2010; Jefferies &
Lambon Ralph, 2006). The notion that LIPFC involvement
might reflect controlled semantic processing was first
poised by various fMRI studies (Wagner, Maril, Bjork, &
Schacter, 2001; Thompson-Schill, DʼEsposito, Aguirre, &
Farrah, 1997). Although not the focus of those studies,
these investigations also reported activation in posterior
temporal and inferior parietal areas as well. The im-
portance of prefrontal and posterior temporo-parietal
regions in controlled multimodal semantic processing
has been underlined by a series of studies of semantic
aphasia (Jefferies & Lambon Ralph, 2006; Head, 1926)—
patients with multimodal semantic impairment following
stroke. Various detailed neuropsychological investigations
of verbal and nonverbal tasks indicate that these patients
do not seem to have a degradation of semantic represen-
tation as observed in other neurological conditions such
as semantic dementia, but rather the patientsʼ impaired
performance reflects deficits in the executive control pro-
cesses that underpin semantic processing (Corbett et al.,
2011; Noonan et al., 2010). These neuroimaging and
neuropsychological studies have been supported, more re-
cently, by a series of rTMS investigations of neurologically-
intact participants, which have demonstrated that both
inferior prefrontal areas (centered on the anterior pars
triangularis and pars orbitalis) and posterior temporo-
parietal areas underpin semantic control (Whitney, Kirk,
OʼSullivan, Lambon Ralph, & Jefferies, 2011; Hoffman et al.,
2010).

We finish by turning our attention from neuroanatomical
considerations to cognitive models and theories of semantic
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representation. Specifically, why is it necessary to have
any form of transmodal hub for the formation of semantic
memory? Classic and some contemporary models of
semantic memory (or conceptualisation) assume that
modality-specific regions interact directly to give rise to
multimodal concepts (for review, see Lambon Ralph
et al., 2010; Lambon Ralph & Patterson, 2008). The hub-
and-spoke theory of semantic representation builds upon
these classic notions by suggesting that, in addition to the
multiple, modality-specific sources of information, an ATL
hub adds a transmodal representation coding for pan-
modal statistical structure (Lambon Ralph et al., 2010;
Pobric et al., 2010b; Rogers & McClelland, 2004). The
model is best described as ‘‘hub-and-spoke’’ in the sense
that conceptual knowledge requires a combination of the
transmodal and modality-specific representations (Pobric
et al., 2010b; Patterson et al., 2007). Modality-specific in-
formation is a crucial source for building concepts but is
insufficient by itself. This is because attributes or features
combine in complex and nonlinear ways when forming a
concept (Lambon Ralph et al., 2010; Wittgenstein, 2001).
A transmodal hub provides two crucial ‘‘semantic’’ func-
tions: (a) it allows for the correct, sometimes nonlinear
mappings to be learned between modality-specific ‘‘attrib-
utes’’ and the relevant concept and (b) these transmodal
representations provide the foundation for making se-
mantic generalisations on the basis of conceptual rather
than superficial similarities (arguably the core function
of semantics: Lambon Ralph et al., 2010; Lambon Ralph &
Patterson, 2008). Building on these ideas, two recent stud-
ies have demonstrated that, when this representational
hub breaks down as it does in semantic dementia, then pa-
tients make both overgeneralization errors (e.g., accepting
a wolf as a dog) and undergeneralizations (e.g., incorrectly
rejecting atypical exemplars, such as a Chuhuahua, as a
dog) simultaneously to the same concept (Mayberry, Sage,
& Lambon Ralph, 2011; Lambon Ralph et al., 2010).
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